Gottschall to Receive HP Testimonial Dinner April 3

By ANDY MEBELS

A testimonial dinner honoring Dean Morton Gottschall, of the College of Liberal Arts and Science, for his fifteen years as president of the House Plan Board of Directors will be held at the Starlight Roof of the Waldorf-Astoria on Tuesday evening, April 3. Faculty members, student representatives, alumni and guest speakers will attend.

It was largely Gottschall's...
I do not want to alarm anyone but if I was a college radical I would leave my ideas, types and books with my best friend and become an amateur fanatical. Even my teacher, Maine, or deliver groceries in Oxford, Mississippi, or sell yardgoods in a department store out in Minneapolis. I certainly wouldn't hangout around here. Making noises about this thing might have been a damn ox-hair on the old days but you're not, worth a ploug ticket if you insist on doing it today.

This Nation is crawling with university students. They have come down from the hills. crossed golden wheaty prairies. fished down rivers of the Mississippi in the ole man's hall of learning which have sprung up to serve educational hunger. They flock to any university which seems to bear some semblance to the old man's hall. You know. Everything from Black Mountain College with its 15-student capacity, to massive mills like U. of California and NYU, in town here. All over the nation. people look for a new. and respect the university student. But here they do not rank so high there are so many of them, and does the martial value for them ever go over a dime a dance? It is my opinion that the body numbers of book carriers have begun to frighten the defenders of our liberty. Such groups as the Federal Bureau of Investigation are particularly petrified.

This internal police organization is in charge of stamping out the heresy of our era which is decidedly anti-democracy—Communism, you should pardon the expression. It has been called to the FBI's attention that the green campuses all over the Union have been planted with the seeds of treason and they have noticed that most of the anti-government people being tried recently have marched on the evil, patriotic fronts of foreign philosophies right in the green halls of learning. These educational places are federal-tax exempt, the FBI figures, so why shouldn't they move on some of the campuses and kinda took around.

BUck Mountain College with its 25-student capacity, to massive places like U. of California and NYU. in town here. All over the country. The FBI figures, so why shouldn't they move on some of the campuses and kinda took around.

I do not want to alarm you but the FBI is poking around on this campus. They have been rather impressed with the bunch of government employees at Polk Hall as a place for dabbling in the mysteries of atomic science, as well as with other alumni, and they have come to look at us. Do not start swapping though. They have also been shopping around down at NYU's Washington Square College and at the Gideonse boiled-Brooklyn College.

All they are doing is gathering information on prominent radicals here and there to protect the anarchy they suffer from having future government employees going sour on democracy and becoming secret Nazis. They change their noms de plume as a joker changes his tricks. They are making little trees, all very harmless, you know. Deserts are being compiled on the kind of stuff your best friend would not tell you. If you do not give your information but if you are a radical you are probably using your best friend to get information about you. It has been their method in the past to give money to associates to quarrel and besides it is patriotic. Every lady friends they have made contracts with, if you are a big enough radical. Gadsboks!

If I was a radical I would despise myself in the silence of the multitude during which I would not even talk to the hooligans. Quicks. I would get my things in order and flee. The biggest mechanism of all has begun.

FOLLOW THE ADVENTURES OF "BUDGE" IN THE POST

Art Sales

ART PHOTOS: Selling Huge Collec­
Rge of Two-Tone pictures at
LOW PRICES. On Exhibition at
ARMY HALL, Room 25 Army Hall afber
2 P.M.

S & S Opticians

Orders. Prescriptions Filled
150 DESCNY ST FOR
CITY STUDENTS

ARMY HALL CANTEEN

• SODA FOUNTAIN
• TOBACCO
• CANDY

8:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Ground Floor, A4

HOWARD CLOTHES

CHOICE WOOLENS & WOOLSTERS

every yard laboratory tested

SPRING SUITS 37.95 to 44.95
SPRING TROUSERS 37.95 to 42.95
SPORT JACKETS 23.95 to 27.95

NO CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS AT 30 HOWARD STORES

"How eager can they get?"

For once in his life, our fervent friend admits that eagerness can be overdone! He's alluding, of course, to all these quick-trick cigarette tests—the ones that ask you to decide on cigarette mildness after just one puff, one sniff, one inhale or one exhale! When the chips are down, he realizes cigarette mildness can't be judged in a hurry. That's why he made...

The sensible test . . . the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test which asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke—on a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap judgments needed. After you've enjoyed Camels—and only Camels—for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Thrust, T for Taste), I believe you'll know why . . .

More People Smoke Camels than any other cigarette!

FOLLOW THE ADVENTURES OF "BUDGE" IN THE POST

Tea-Drinkers

The Senior Class will hold off this town's Seniors' Assem­
blies with a Tea tomorrow (Thursday, March 15) in the Hotel
Diplomat. Contrary to the rumor, this tea will be unique and
it will serve tea, not poot. The affair is scheduled to start at 3-5 and all seniors are
invited to drop in, load up on that with their friends.

Bip Yoshiva

The Government-Law and Juris­
dicting Society will co-judge debate against Yeshiva, at the
 scholarly Round Room 120, Main.

PATRONIZE THESE ONLY BAKER SHOPS

THE REAL

CITY COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

In Army Hall

7 BARBERS

HAIRCUTS-50c

NO WAITING

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

Number 14...THE BEAVER
**POST Pick**

The POST predicts that on Saturday night when the show and mysterious Miss Hillel is unmasked she will be Sally Delfiner, a Campus lady no less. Gad!

**"Big Time" Sports**

A committee, appointed by the Board of Higher Education, is holding sessions to determine the future of City College basketball. We hope that this group comes back with a decision to have basketball at Madison Square. A haste to the armories or the gym will, in the long run, subject the players to the same undemining influences that are now being connected to the Garden. A positive program must be adopted. Let us turn away from the chains of capitalism, and like ostriches, bury our heads in the doubtful safety of the gym. Rather, we should work with what we have and rectify the present set-up.

A Met Conference, with its own standards and codex, would be an easy way out. To burden and they will probably get away with it. For some time the possibility exists of cleaning up this present unhealthy environment. As long as the Mountain Ball must be done away with. The Catskills Mountain Ball must be done away with. The Catskills are a part of the BHE that they are. As we stepped through the archway into Great Hall, the atmosphere was mystic. BHE for all cases. Aaa official referee discredited the BHE's case for lack of evidence. The movie is apt, apt, no less, to the boys. And why doesn't Ho catch those St. John's half-back players. Zawoluk was at the same gay parties as the others. Did you see the pictures of him. I was told it was due to a short-circuit of money. All this while the audiences of the production and the audience to religion. Our boys. And why doesn't Ho-...
Eleven Practicing; Need Quarterback

By FRANK GLICINO

Hurt by the loss of his key signal-caller, Sy Kalman, and hard-luck back-up, Tony Alvin, the Lehigh football mentor, try Mondshein, is whipping his gridiron forces into shape with daily practices. The Lehigh team, which last year captured the Tech Gymnasium in an upset victory of last season's "football bowl" campaign.

Although pleased by the turnout of 40 newcomers to early Spring practice, the "coach" would use about 50 more candidates. He emphasized the fact that only a few upperclassmen had turned out and said: "The fear of the draft was keeping capable material away."

Coach Mondshein's biggest headache this season will be to fill the quarterback slot vacated by the graduation of Kalman, the Beaver ace, who had an TD tosses. If no embryonic Lumkans or Lujacks are found in the current crop of newcomers, Pete Pizzutelli will handle the passing duties. The most back-minded with Kalman, will be centered on the ground this season. The Lehigh will utilize both the T-formation and the short-boot formation, which proved so successful against U-Pa and Lowell Tech the second half of the 1950 campaign.

When asked by this reporter as to his starting line and back-field Coach Mondshein answered: "It's still a little early in the year to say, but Gigliotti, Brownstein, Sifosiief and Monckton returning from last season's Varsity, appear to be the key men."

Moving up to the Varsity from last season's freshmen, who failed to win, will be standouts. Cleary, Powell, Lavender, Kalman, McMahan and Levine.

Last season's wretched one-

Beat Fordham

The debating Society meets Fordham on Wednesday, March 23, at 4 P.M. in room 221. The first winning season in several following day, they meet Viques in 126 Main at 12:15.

Steinberg 177, Woods 123, in Lehigh Bouts

After completing a mediocre season, the Lehigh grapplers are looking forward to greater success in the National Championship. The annual reversal of the strong man, an event included this year at Lehigh University on March 23-24.

Owing to their fine seassional records, Coach Sapora hopes to see Thomas Woods and Jerry Steinberg chosen to compete for national honors.

Woods is to be reviewed in the 150-pound class, while Steinberg, who months ago won the state championship, is to be reviewed in the 165-pound class. Steinberg, owner of a long list of titles, is one other hope. Steinberg has a 7-0 slate in competition this year. Jerry is also the 175 pound A.A.C. champ for 1956 and the state champ in his division. He is also a candidate for the national title at the college for a long while.

Lund to Alternate

In Right, Catching

By WALTER FORGES

Barred the draft and other unforeseeable happenings, Han Lund, top back-up of the Beaver nine, is potential major league material. This is the opinion of baseball coach Sid Mishkin, who has been very favorably impressed by Lund's playing so far in his intercollegiate competition. Harry, who is an engineering student in his Junior year, believes the old axiom that engineering students have no time for extra-curricular activities. The fiery red head-boat varsity baseball for Stuyvesant High School for three years, and compiled an enviable record there. He was the ace back-up of the Red and Blue nine. Last season, he alternated at the corner and catching for the Beavers. This year, mentor Mishkin plans to alternate Lund with Al Rizzi.